ABOUT IITRAM

ABOUT EUNOIA 2k19

Institute
of
Infrastructure,
Technology
Research
And
Management
(IITRAM)
established by the Government of
Gujarat as an Autonomous
University, is instrumental in
bringing about a
profound
change in Engineering Education
by organizing advanced studies
and promoting research in
Infrastructure
and
its
Management.

EUNOIA 2k19 is a single day
technocultural fest on 12th
October, 2019. It
involves the
expression of innovative ideas
through
various
technical
competitions, exhibitions and
panel discussions. This event will
also include a refreshingly fun
filled cultural evening, which has
in store a plethora
of highly
enthralling programs.

India is poised for giant strides in
Infrastructure
development.
IITRAM is
ready to incubate
young minds towards achieving
this goal.

Welcome to EUNOIA 2k19,

NINE HUNDRED MINDS,
ONE VISION…

INDUSTRY 4.0
Also known as the 4th Industrial Revolution; it’s an workshop which would be
held by a very renowned personality. It includes the main part as additive
manufacturing informative session which may include Automation, 3D Printer,
etc. It’s an golden opportunity for the mech. students to learn something new,
innovative, automotive.

SPIFF
Sustaining Present Infrastructure For Future is a theme of a competition in
which the problems/topics would be declared and a model is to be made as a
solution by the competitors. The problems/topics are –
1. Green Infrastructure to reduce floods.
2.

Management of Traffic Congestion in Ahmedabad (Khokhra Circle).

3. Reducing Waste/Dump generation (at Pirrana).
4. Green Building

CADMAX
Have you ever wanted to create virtual models of real objects?
CADMAX is just the thing you’re looking for. The NX 9.0 software
at the
Siemen’s Centre of Excellence
Laboratory provides you a
platform to implement your own 3D models, inspired from real
life objects.

STAAD PRO
Also known as Structural Analysis and Designing Program. There
will be a lecture in which the attenders would be given a chance
to explore their dream civil engineering designing software.

LINE FOLLOWER
A Robot will be provided to the team with 5 IR sensors, teams have
to code the robot in such a way that it starts from a point and
complete the given maze by reaching the end point, the robot that
does the task in least time will be the winner.

CASH FROM TRASH
This will be a sort of ‘Best out of Waste’ competition in which students
have to make a unique and/or productive design/structure from metal
or any other kind of trash.

Never throw your trash before you have cashed it.

INNOVATIA
The students and faculty of our very own institute can present and
exhibit the devices they are developing/developed, and research they
are conducting. This will also include a startup exhibition by the SSIP
HUB. This shall provide an opportunity for interested students to tag on
to the inventors, and expand their knowledge in their favorite subjects.

AMBIENT PORTRAITURE
This would be an art exhibition in which the hidden talents of our
college have to come out and showcase their innumerable talents in
drawing and sketching.

It is only by drawing often, drawing everything, drawing incessantly, that
one fine day you discover, to your surprise, that you have rendered
something in its true character.

MALHAR 2.O
A musical evening which will be having a blend of Indian Classical music
with the Western music, this music event will not only strike a chord with
the audience, but will also rejuvenate them with the healing power of
music, through live performances by our very own college students.

Music is a piece of art that goes into your ears, and straight to your heart.

WIMS (WORLD IS MY STAGE)
It has been a tradition for us to present a drama in every cultural event in our
college. In accordance with the custom, we wish to bring out different stories
to life on stage. Just as every event in our life teaches us some lessons, we
wish to display a meaningful stage-play to the audience. After all,
All the world’s a stage and all the men and women merely players.

POETRY AND SPEECHES
This event shall provide students an opportunity to develop their oratory
skills, and convey their own ideas to the audience effectively, through poetry
and speeches.

Poetry is the best manure I got in my life to remove my arid land of loneliness
After removal,

Speeches were the best initiation of my plant of happiness...

IITRAM QUIZ MASTER
This will be a General knowledge quiz competition with topic varying from
History, Mythology, Bollywood, Sports, Current Affairs and many more. To be
played In teams.

A Quiz: If I am my brother’s keeper, who am I?
Answer: Me…

COUNTER STRIKE
It will be an online platform game, meant for the true gamers of IITRAM. C’mon
let’s wake up guys and engage ourselves into the best gaming experience. Let’s
start
our
game
and
have
a
VICTORY
in
counter
strike.

If you think, CS means computer science and not counter strike than you are not
wrong, you are boring…

LIVE SKETCHING
Let’s start compacting our nature into the lime light of our white piece of paper.
The hidden artists of IITRAM will have to come out of their comfort zones and
make
live
sketches
in
the
specified
duration
of
time.

Sketching is all about generating ideas, solving problems, and communicating
ideas more effectively with others…

TECHNICAL TREASURE HUNT
Technical Treasure Hunt will be a mind challenging game, in which teams
need to decode the clues through a program given to them and then they
have to find out the hidden object.

Technical skills are treasure, and he who possess it does all he wishes to in
this melancholic world…

THE JUSTICE MAKERS
Be prepared with your debating skills for the ever challenging justice
making competition. Stand out with confidence in front of the judge and
the jury, and join the battle of wits and words.

Assume nothing, question everything, open your eyes, and challenge the
opposition.

ADVERTISEMENT DUMB CHARADES
Advertisement Dumb Charades is an advertisement guessing game, this
game will show how talented the students of IITRAM are.

Good Advertising not only does not just circulate information, It penetrates
the public mind with desires and beliefs.
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